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ABSTRACT- High peak to average power ratio is a major drawback ofoptical OFDM communication, which would seriously affect thecommunication quality of the system. In this paper, a new methodcalled encoding-predistortion was presented for solving this problem.In which the Hartley Transform was used instead of the traditionalFourier Transform. After the inverse Hartley Transform, the time-domain data was encoded and the generated digital sequence wasconverted according to the conversion rules. The simulation resultsshowed that the PAPR value of the optical OFDM signal could bereduced to 4.5dB, while its performance wouldn’t deteriorate with theincreasing number of subcarriers, it could be preferably used in theoptical communication system based on OFDM.
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INTRODUCTIONIn recent years, optical communications combined withorthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) is aresearch hotspot. OFDM has high spectral efficiency, andit can effectively overcome the inter-symbol interference,against multi-path effects and frequency selective fading[1]. If OFDM is utilized in optical communication, thetransmission rate and the ability of anti-multipathinterference of the optical communication system can befurther empowered, which can effectively improve theperformance of the system. However, OFDM also hassome disadvantages which cannot be neglected, the highpeak-to-average power ratio (PAPR) is a major defect. Inoptical communication system, light-emitting diode(LED) is commonly employed as the signal source.Excessive peak signal may affect the luminous qualityand service life of LED. Simultaneously, for the nonlinearcharacteristic of LED, once the transmission signal has aexcessive peak value, it will cause inter-carrierinterference resulting in nonlinear distortion anddegrading the communication performance. To solve theproblems, researchers have proposed a variety oftechniques including pre-distortion, encoding andscrambling. The pre-distortion is relatively simple toimplement, but it causes in-band distortion and out-of-band radiation. The encoding becomes inefficient with

the increasing number of subcarriers. The scramblingrequires multiple inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT)operations, which will greatly increase the computationalcomplexity of the system and degrade the efficiency ofthe system.Jean Armstrong described that the nonlinear technologycombined with pre-distortion might be widely applied inthe proliferation of high OFDM PAPR value in the future[2]. Jemmy Wu proposed DC-balanced 8B/10B encodingon the time-domain signal after IFFT [3]. Compared withtraditional methods, the method is more effective inlowering the PAPR value of the OFDM signal, but theconversion rules are somewhat cumbersome. To solvethis problem, we proposed a novel method namedencoding-predistortion to perform 8-bits encoding on thediscrete signal after inverse fast Hartley transform(IFHT), and to convert the generated digital sequences inaccordance with set rules, making the correspondingsequence of high-amplitude signal converted to thecorresponding sequence of low-amplitude signal toexport lower amplitude and reduce the high PAPR value.
DEFINITION OF PAPRPeak-to-average power ratio refers to the ratio ofmaximum power and average power of the OFDM signal,which is generally defined as [4]:
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Where  x n is the output signal obtained after the IFFTtransform in the OFDM system.The OFDM signal is synthesized by a plurality ofindependently modulated orthogonal subcarriers.According to the Central Limit Theorem [5], when thenumber of subcarriers is relatively large, the real partand the imaginary part of the OFDM signal are
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approximated as Gaussian distribution, the signal tendsto be Rayleigh distribution and its envelope is unstable.When a plurality of subcarriers is just peak pointaccumulation, a greater peak power with a high PAPRwill occur. The theoretical maximum value of PAPR is
1010 log N , where N is the number of subcarriers. Ingeneral, it is difficult to achieve the maximum.Complementary cumulative distribution function (CCDF)is commonly used to represent the pros and cons of aPAPR-reducing method. It is defined as [5]:

( ) 1 ( ( )) 1 [1 exp( )]N NP PAPR z F z z       (2)Where z is a selected threshold. CCDF denotes theprobability that the PAPR of an OFDM symbol sequenceis greater than a certain threshold. By comparing theCCDF of various PAPR-reducing methods, theperformance of the new method can be easily analyzed.
PRINCIPLE OF ENCODING-PREDISTORTIONIn all PAPR-reducing algorithms, the clipper is thesimplest one. Its schematic diagram is shown in Figure 1.

The basic principle of the clipper is setting a threshold Tin advance, and cutting off the signals whose amplitudevalues are greater than T, while retaining the othersignals whose amplitude values are less than T. It’sconvenient to implement this method by employing highpower amplifiers whose saturation level is lower thanthe threshold level. The output signal of the clipper inFigure 1 is expressed as:
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Where T denotes a preset threshold value.The clipper is generally employed at the transmitter.Meanwhile, it's necessary for the receiver to compensatethe received OFDM signal, which requires thedetermination of the clip position and the clippedmagnitude. However, both kinds of information aredifficult to get. Therefore, the clipper will introduce in-band distortion and out-of-band radiation, which willincrease the bit error rate and deteriorate the spectralefficiency.Based on the principle of the clipper, an encoding-predistortion method is proposed in this paper. The basicprinciple is to conduct amplitude-encoding on the outputsignal of IFHT, and convert the generated 8-bits digitalsymbols to 10-bits to make the corresponding sequencesof high-amplitude signal converted to the correspondingsequences of low-amplitude signals. The principle of theproposed method is shown in Figure 2.

As shown in Figure 2, Signals from the lowest negativepeak to the highest positive peak are encoded as00000000~11111111, while the amplitude value 0 mustbe encoded as 10000000. For the absolute value of thehighest positive peak and the lowest negative peak is
generally not equal, the codes of the two polar such as00000000 and 11111111 may not occur simultaneously.After encoding, the generated digital sequences aretransformed by the conversion rules shown in table1.

Figure2. The principle of encoding-predistortion

Figure1. The schematic diagram of the clipper
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According to the conversion rules, the sequences aredivided into four parts, that is, 00000000~00111111,01000000~01111111, 10000000~10111111 and11000000~11111111. They are respectively the rangescorresponding to ~ / 2A A  , / 2 ~ 0A , 0 ~ / 2A and
/ 2 ~A A . Where A is the absolute value of themaximum peak.After transformed, the analog output curve of the 10-bitsdigit sequence is shown in Figure 3. From Figure 3, wecan determine that the amplitude values of the signal inthe range of / 2 ~ / 2A A are almost unchanged aftertransformation. For example, the zero-amplitude isencoded as 10000000, whose position in the whole rangeof 00000000~11111111 is 10000000B/11111111B ≈0.5, the corresponding transformed symbol being1000000000, while its position in the whole range of0000000000~1111111111 is1000000000B/1111111111B ≈ 0.5, which indicates theoutput amplitude value is approximately the same.Meanwhile, for the signals in the range of ~ / 2A A  and
/ 2 ~A A , after transformation, the amplitude values aresignificantly compressed and mapped to the positive-amplitude region and negative-amplitude regionrespectively. For example, the highest positive peak isencoded as 11111111, and after transformed, thegenerated symbol is 0011111111, whose position is

0011111111B/1111111111B ≈ 0.25, the correspondingamplitude value of the symbol being about / 2A . For theentire signal, the absolute value of the maximum peak isrespectively A and 0.62 A before and aftertransformation, with the peak dropped by nearly 38%,which will significantly reduce the PAPR.At the receiver, the received analog signals are sampledand encoded to 10-bits digit sequences with memoryproperty. The initial signals can be restored byidentifying the first two bits of each 10-bit symbol, andtransforming in accordance with the rules in Table 1.Taking digital symbol 0111111100 for example, the firsttwo bits are identified to be 01, then the last two bits 00will be eliminated to obtain the initial symbol 01111111.For the digital symbols 1100111111 and 0011111111,the first two bits are identified to be 11 and 00, and thenthe two bits are directly eliminated to obtain the originalsymbols 00111111 and 11111111.
SYSTEM DESIGNIn the traditional OFDM frame, IFFT is applied at thetransmitter. An OFDM symbol output from IFFT can beexpressed as
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Where N is the number of subcarriers.Optical communication is characterized by intensitymodulation/direct detection. In order to drive the LED,the output signal of the transmitter must be positive and

real [6], while the output of IFFT is a complex value. Inorder to obtain real OFDM signal, the input matrix ofIFFT must be Hermitian Symmetric, which will decrease

Table1. Digital sequence conversion rule

Before Tran After Tran Before Tran After Tran

00000000 1100000000 10000000 1000000000

… … … …

00111111 1100111111 10111111 1011111100

01000000 0100000000 11000000 0011000000

… … … …

01111111 0111111100 11111111 0011111111
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the communication rate and lead the system morecomplex.Differs from IFFT, IFHT performs real field operations. Aslong as mapping the input digit sequences onto the real
constellations, such as binary phase shift keying (BPSK)and pulse amplitude modulation (PAM), we can gain realsignal after IFHT. An OFDM symbol output from IFHT canbe expressed as [7]:
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Compared with Fourier transform, Hartley Transform isa more efficient algorithm of OFDM realization, and it canreduce the multiplication times and shorten theoperation time for hardware system and. Meanwhile,Hermitian Symmetric is not necessary in IFHT-basedOFDM, this can make the transfer rate be faster, whichwill significantly improve the performance of the system.In order to reduce the complexity and increase thetransmission rate, IFHT is employed in OFDM frame

instead of IFFT. Before IFHT, and the serial data stream isBPSK modulated. After IFHT, the generated time domainsignals are encoded and transformed by encoding-predistortion method. At the receiver, correspondingsteps such as serial/parallel conversion, parallel/serialconversion, decoding and demodulation are performedto restore the initial signals. The implementation blockdiagram of the proposed method is shown in figure 3.

SIMULATION AND RESULTSWe peoform simulation analysis of the proposed methodfor optical communication in this section. In oursimulation, the number of OFDM symbol was set as 1000,and the simulation results were compared under theconditions that the number of subcarriers had been set as16, 32 and 64 respectively. To get real signals after IFHT,

the input signals were modulated onto a realconstellation before IFHT. In this paper, BPSK modulatoris employed to modulate the input {0, 1} sequence into{ 1 } sequence.The CCDF curve of the proposed method in this paper isshown in figure 4.

Figure4. encoding-predistortion technology CCDF curve

Figure3. Diagram of the realization of Encoding-predistortion method
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For the optical OFDM signals whose number ofsubcarriers are respectively 16, 32 and 64, thetheoretical PAPR values are 12dB, 15dB and 18dB. Fromfigure5 we can determine that the PAPR value of originalsignals is usually smaller than theoretical value. Thesimulation results indicate that when the number ofsubcarriers are 16, 32 and 64, and the PAPR values oforiginal signals are in the range of 11dB-12dB atCCDF= 310 , and it also increases with the increasingnumber of subcarriers. Compared with original signals,the PAPR of the signals processed by encoding-perdistortion can be reduced to 4.5dB, with a declinereaching 6.5dB-7.5dB. Traditional methods such as SLM,PTS [8,9] can reduce the PAPR to about 8dB, and DC-balanced 8B/10B encoder can reduce it to 6.2dB.

Compared with these methods, the advantages of thepresented method are more prominent. Meanwhile, wecan determine from the results that the PAPR value keepsalmost unchanged with the increasing number ofsubcarriers for the signals processed by encoded-predistortion, that is, the greater the number ofsubcarriers of OFDM signal, the better the performanceof presented method.Observing the output waveform can be more intuitive tofind the excellent performance of the present method.Taking N=64 for example, the output waveforms beforeand after processed by presented method are shown infigure5.

In Figure5, the amplitude values are set schematically inorder to facilitate the comparison. The amplitude valuesof the original signals in figure 5(a) and (b) distributeextensively, and the most are in the range of -2.5~2.5,while other values are relatively large.The maximum is almost close to 4.5, therefore the outputPAPR is large. After processed by encoding-perdistortion,the amplitude values of the output signals in figure 5(c)and (d) distribute relatively stable in the range of1.5~3.5, and there is no high peak existence, therebyobtaining a good performance on PAPR reduction.It should be noted that the output of the optical OFDMsystem must be real positive, so as to drive the LED to

work. Usually a positive DC bias is added to the bipolarsignals output from IFHT to make the amplitude values ofthe most signals to be greater than 0, while the remainingpart is clipped at 0 to force the amplitude values to beequal to 0. This will introduce the clipping noise affectingthe performance of the system.In this paper, after processed by encoding-predistortion,the output signals are digital sequences of 10-bits persymbol. By putting the digital sequences into a positive-biased 10-bits DAC, we can obtain positive outputimmediately. The output signals in figure 6(c) and (d)determine that there are no amplitude values of too largeor too small, keeping the signals in the linear region.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)
Figure5. (a) is the original output waveform of the number of sub-carriers N = 64, (b) is partial waveform of (a),

(c) is the output waveform after processed by presented method for the number of subcarriers N = 64, (d) is partial waveform of (c).
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CONCLUSIONIn this paper, we propose encoding-perdistortion toreduce PAPR in optical OFDM communication. TheHartley transform is employed instead of Fouriertransform in the OFDM framework to avoid the necessityof forcing the input signal to be Hermitian Symmetry. Themethod proposed can reduce the computationalcomplexity, improve the efficiency and increase thecommunication rate of the system. Meanwhile,`eachamplitude value is encoded and transformed according toconversion rules, resulting in high amplitudes convertedto low amplitudes.The results indicate that the proposed method is simpleand effective in PAPR reduction in optical OFDMcommunication, meanwhile, with the increasing numberof the subcarriers, the performance of the proposedmethod is better, which indicates that the proposedmethod has a good application prospects in PAPRreduction in optical OFDM Communication.
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